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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Says Dr. Needler, Director of Inter-American Affairs

'U.S. Anti-Communism Not Relevant Now'
The United States must abandon
anti-communism as the basis of
its Latin-American foreign policy asserted Dr. Martin C. Needler, director of UNM's Division of
Inter-American Affairs, in a
speech Thursday evening.
"Anti-communism isn't relevant
to the present situation," Needler said. "Most Communist Parties in Latin America are ·small

JOSEPH'S
Authentic Indian
Crafts

and made up of armchair Marxists. Communists in Latin America can be our friends," Needler
said, 1'because they are really
moderates."
Because of this, the young
Latin revolutionaries are alienated against the old line Communists and now follow Castro.
Traumatized
Needler said that the U.S. State
Department has been "traumatized by the Cuban experience,"
and that U.S. policy now is "no
more Cubas."
Needler felt that now would be
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250-D; 7: 30 p.m. All interested pre-law
students welcome.
Senate Steering Committee; Union Room
250C; 8 p.m.
Lecture Reies Lopez TIJerina; "The Alianza, A Popular Movement; 11 Anthropology
101; 1:30-2:45 p.m.
Fneult:v Policy Committee open meeting;
to discuss student attendance at faculty
meetings; Mitchell Hall 101; 4 p.m.
Czech Nonet musical grou.p performance;
8 :15 p.m., Fine Am Reeitnl Hall; tickets
$1.50 for students.

Wednesdo,y, March G
Panel discussion with representatives
from the New Mexico legislature; Kiva:
7:30 p.m.
Meeting of Sandia. Grotto; slide show;
7 :30 p.m.: Room. 250 C-D; Union.
Meeting of B.A.S.A.; voting on representation policy; 12 :30 to 4:30 p.m.: Union
theater.
"Man About Campus' interview with
David Pearman, YoiDlg Democrats; on
KUNM at 2:80 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.
Thursday, March 6
La Societe du Cinema; "Destry Rides
Again;" Union Theater: 7 p.m.; admission
50 cents.
Friday, March 7
4
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ANNUAL SPRING SALE
25% OFF
On All Merchandise
March 1-9

Jenette Henson and others: Union Theatre;
9 p.m.

"King Hearts and

Coronets;"
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Prescriptions filled-Repair service
-free Glasses AdjustmentCamplete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescription
Prescription Sunglasses

24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE

CASEY OPTICAL
Next door to Casey's Your Drug Store
255-6329
4312 Lomas NE

KOPY- KORNER
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Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

'
247-4406

Country Barn
Special

Union

Theater; 7 and 10 p.m.; admission 50
cents.

Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM
Deep Fried

Greek Women
Get New· Hours
Panhellenic Council yesterday
passed a recommendation to
change, but not abolish, hours· for
sorority women.
Suzanne Aldrich, Panhellenic
president, said the new hours, effective today, are midnight Sunday through Thursday, and 2 a.m.
Friday and Saturday.
AboJishment of hours is now in
the hands of the Alumni chapters,
and Dean of Women Hellen
Whiteside, said Miss Aldrich.
The main concern of the Alumni chapters if hours were abolished, said Miss Aldrich, is bouse
security.
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FISH SANDWICH

Only 19c
Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

l-lidalgo Treaty Rights
Topic of Tijerina Talk
Reies Lopez Tijerina said yesterday that the Alianza was
created to ensure Chicanos the
rights they had been promised
under the U.S. Constitution, and
the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
Speaking to 570 people in the
Anthropology Building, Tijerina
said "we (the Chicanos) have all
the rights, we only have to get
the United States to make them
into a force."
"The product of my life, my
dreams, and my people of the
Southwest are products of the
Constitution," said Tijerina "I
am no more than a mouthpiece
for the Constitution."
The Alianza, said Tijerina, was
also created so Chicanos could
band together and "ask if we
have been raped of our culture."
Tijerina said that he and all
Chicanos have been caught in a
mechanical world. "We are building a Tower of Babel. We have

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

Friday 'till 9

Sunday I 0-5:30

@) Popejoy HaU
First Run Films on Campus
JANUs FILMs PRESENTs

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time ron. lt ad Ia to
run five or more consecntlve days with
no changes the rate 18 reduced to Gc
per word ad the minimum number of
words to 10,
TERMS: Pument mast be made In
full prior to Insertion of advert!Jement.
WHERE: J'ournallom BuDding. Room
159, afternoons preferabl:v or maiL
Classified Advertlelng
UNM P.O. Box 20
AlbuqUerque, N.M. 87106
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Two Different
Faces of Iron
Curtain Cinema
PROGRAM ONE
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From Russia
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Jerzy"Skolimowski's

BARRIER
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Both with unusual short films

RARiil VACANCY-Varsity House, 141
Columbia, 3E. 1 Bdrm, twin or double
bed-242-3080.

Sergei Paradjhanov's
WILD HORSES
OF FIRE
PROGRAM TWO

From Poland
from the

janus New Cinema Collection

Program one-Friday, March 7-7:30 P.M.
Adults 1.50-Facjstaff 1.25-Students 1.00
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KUNM's Folly

A resolution calling for Jack Pickel's resignation as Fiesta
chairman was given a "do pass" recommendation by the
Senate Finance Committee last night. The resolution wiH
come before Student Senate at tonight's meeting.
After the Finance Committee meeting, which was closed
to the public, Leonard Delayo, chairman of the committee,
said that a confidential statement will be given to all senators at tonight's meeting. He said the statement will present the findings of investigations of the Fiesta budget ir-7·~
regularities, conducted by the Finance Committee.

"Do Pass"
Delayo said that the committee gave a "do pass" to a
This last minute attempt to repair the most important part of resolution, during the closed session, stating that Pickel
KUNM's transmitter proved to no avail as the station is still on the
air. Newscasters with speech problems and clumsy disk jockeys cause "violated business office policy by placing Fiesta funds in a
most of the damage.
private account' 1 and that he should be removed from office.
The Finance Committee also referred to Sen§.te a. bill limiting the budget of the Popular Entertainment 'Committee to
$500. Senator Steve van Dresser said that the purpose of
the bill was to give a definite werd t• committees on what
their expenditure limits would be.

Professor•s Poll Shows

Faculty For Closed Meetings

FOR SALE

-
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presents

FOR RENT

1960 M.G. 4 speed, blue convertible. Excellent. .277·8152.
SPEED GRAPHICJ 4x5 Pacemaker, X·
Synch Film-holders, Tonk. $80. 256·0497.
10G4 CORVETTE, . 327•800 HP. 4 spd,
Convertible plus Hardtop, AM-FM Mich.
clln Radials. Extremely good condition.
209-0022.
7~00 BOOKS, $.25 up. Map~. TU<IDday••
Sun. 10•4. 8110 Edith NE,
CAMERA, Ynah!ca C. 2'4'' twin lena reflex witll cruJe, $40. AlSo, 4-powcr field
stlaasco & barometer. 1'1to Do Tree, 2218
C<ttttral SE.
.
'
Cl!JRAMIC.'! TOOLS: completo set, slightly
UJ!ed, £or $5.00. 242-3078, ev~nings,

By STEVE HALLAM
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SERVICES

THE COLLEGE INN BARBER SHOP nt
the College Inn hOB Pet'l!onalized service
at MINIMUM rates.
WILL TYPE evenings, 35 cents per page,
307 Come!! SE, Apt. 2, eontact Ron,
227·4996.
TYPING: Term pnpen~, theses, etc.~GOOA
Kentucky SE, 268·8908, Mrs. Kinkade.
INCOME TA:X:: $8 up. R. lrvln, 1904
Gold SE, 242-3684.
TYPING-Renaonablea-can Mar:v Ann344-8767.

Tel. 277·3121
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LOST & FOUND

REWARD OFFERED-Year old CallieSheperd Cl'0811 near UNM. Black & gold
male. Call 243-7585 or 877-6581.
WILL PAY $10 or more for return of dark
brown purse, lost Feb. 19; Call 844.-4922
after 5 p.m.
GOLD BULUVA WATCH, 1" black band,
in J'ohnson Gym. 277-4551, 277-2961.
Reward.

Under Criticism
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Reies Tiierina

Alianza leader Reies Lopez Tijerina stressed what he alleged
are discriminations against Chicanos yesterday at a UNM talk.

Fiesta Chairman

Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

k_.·_."'1'
: "_·.
5318 Menual N.E.
Daily 9-5:30

Tijerina also made some accusations against "establishment
conspiracies" which he claims are
trying to kill the Aliamm.
"There is an economic, social, and intellectual conspiracy
against the Chicanos," he said.
The intellectual conspiracy is being upheld, said Tijerina, because
teachers cannot speak Spanish,
and have no respect for Spanish
culture.
He said he plans to bring civil
suit against the State Board
of Education, and the Albuquerque Board of Education because
teachers are not qualified to teach.
"The trust of the Kennedy
brothers and Dr. (Martin Luther)
King will not be repeated by the
Chicanos," said Tijerina in answer to a member of the audience
who asked Tijerina why he carried a gun on his belt.
Tijerina's speech was sponsored
by ASUNM, and the sociology
department.

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

Two locations
Sunday J0-5:30

lost the basic human principles
in the Constitution. The Alianza
is behind them."
"But we have been caught between two hates. One is the English hate and the other is the
S_{lanish hate. We were born between them, and now we are
suffering the consequences."
"Now," said Tijerina, "we must
fight for our cultural rights,"
Tijerina said that he defended
himself in his recent trial, stemming from a raid on the Tierra
Amarilla court house because "I
had to make myself equal to the
task of upholding the constitution, the treaty, and the people of
the Southwest."
"Some claim that Tijerina
wants land. Sure, we mention
patents, treaties, because we have
to attract Uncle Sam's attention,"
said Tijerina. "But no man is tied
to land, no man is bound to land.
We only want to see the land
free."

Pickel's Resignation Sought by Committee
;

Old Town Plaza
Open Dally 9·9

No. 91

Need Glasses?

at The Lobo office.

featuring the South Valley Spring Band,

Live Folk Concert. sponsored by KUNM;

"Wouldn't it be nice if we
learned our lesson before we made
mistakes," said Needler.

over throw the government and
'save' the country."
Indoctrination
Many high-ranking Latin military officers are brought to the
United States for training. "This
really amounts to anti-communist
indoctrination," said Needler.
Needler stated that six highranking U.S. officials advised
President Johnson to invade the
Dominican Republic. After the invation Johnson investigated the
information that he was given by
the Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA). "He must have found
something wrong with the CIA's
information because the six men
who advised him have now been
given menial jobs or have entered
private business," Needler said.

A 24-bour deadline
Is in cifeet.

Tuesday, March 4
Speech by Ira Robinson about Law

School Placement Service; Union Room

~

a good time for the United States
to examine its Latin America
policies because of the change in
administrations. However, he felt
that "the Nixon administration
doesn't know what to do, it has
no policy and no staff. The United
States will make the same old
mistakes until Teddy Kennedy
comes to power in '72,11 stated
Needler.
Needler described Latin military
men as "not too bright. Their
thinking can be easily manipulated and they can be made to think
that it is their patriotic duty to

,.
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Benefit A.A.U.W. Scholarship Fund
Tuesday, March 11-8:15 P.M.
Adm. 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students w1Act Cards-% Price
Tel. 277-3121
·

A poll by Professor Hubert lowing choices:
Alexander of faculty sentiment on
• A gallery open to the public
opening faculty meetings to stu- on a first-come, first-served basis,
dents shows that the proposal will with provision for executive seshave tough sledding when it comes sions to bar all visitors.
to a vote later this month.
• A selected delegation of repAlexander told a meeting of the . resentatives from student governFaculty Policy Committee yester- ment and The Lobo.
day that his poll of s om c 420
• The present plan, adopted in
faculty members shows 40 per April, 1967, which calls for admiscent favor some kind of liberaliza- sion of a small number of students
tion of the faculty's closed meet- if the Policy Committee and the
ing policy, while 44 per cent favor Student Affairs Committe of the
ASUNM agree that an item on
the status quo.
Six per cent favor abolition of the faculty's agenda applies to
the present "special cases only" students.
• Abolition of any visitation by
policy of permitting students to
students to faculty meetings.
attend.
Steve van Dresser, president
Alexander's poll asked faculty
members to choose among the fol- pro tem of the student senate, said

he had four.d the present policy
to be so intricate as to almost prevent students from learning of
the agenda in time to apply for
permission to attend a meeting.
Alexander said that he and Vice
President for Student Affairs
Harold Lavender, and University
Secretary John Durrie had gone
over the next meeting's agenda
and decided "what will be in the
students' interests."
Kenneth Stahl, associate professor of pharmacy, told the gathering of about six students and 18
professors that he had voted for
the status quo in the poll, but
that he could support a proposal
to admit a regular delegation of
students.

Poor Anticipations
He said that in the past, committees, especially Fiesta,
have spent according to their anticipations and their anticipations have been remarkably poor. If the committees
know how much they have, they will spend money properly,
he said.
A closed Finance Committee meeting was held last week
to discuss the Fiesta budget with Pickel.
A temporary Student Court order was issued before last
week's meeting stating that "money was withdrawn when
no expenditure had been made. . ." by Fiesta Committee.
In other Finance Committee business, $691 was given to
the Rally Committee to pay for the overexpenditures of
Homecoming '68.
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Editor

Managing Editor

Editorial Phone (505) 277-4102, 277-4202

The New Mexico Lobo is published
daily every regular week of the Univer.
sity year by the Board of Studeli't Pub·
lications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuguerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are thosa of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uniersity of New Mexico.
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This editorial is long, and it's circuitous,
and it's not written in the editorial 'we'
that kings and newspapers are accustomed
to speak. And that may be because of all
kinds of frustrations and fatigue on the
editor's part. But that's the way it is. May
you bear with it.
The editor of this newspaper was in San
Francisco and Berkeley last week, taking
a first-hand look at the situation there. He
had the singular honor of being caught
in a tear-gas attack on the Berkeley campus by the National ("Go, go with the")
Guard and the California Highway Patrol.
But it wasn't a complete loss. He had
nev.er been tear-gassed before, and he
found that it really is just as bad as everybody said. He also decided that there was a
lesson or two for UNM from all the hassle
out there, and so he flew back to Albuquerque to spread it around.
Some people call what is going on out
there "separatism," and that's because all
those minority groups want their own colleges, under their own control. They don't
want a voice, they want control. Some, like
Newsweek's Stewart Alsop, are calling this
"black racism."
Whatever it's called, what it amounts to
is students don't trust their professors and
administrators (did they ever?) anymore.
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They too often have seemed too arbitrary
and- capricious for a lot of the kids out
there. And yes, yes, the editor knows that
not everyone feels that way. But some
do, some do, and they shut down the college over it.
Now, back in New Mexico, the scene is
beginning to get a little bit weird.
Sometimes it seems as though our own
faculty's approach amounts to little more
than their own brand of separatism. And
of course no one's going to call them racist
for it, because they don't discriminate by
color, really, just by undergraduate or
graduate status.

Then, too, the legislature's passing bills
against everything that's wrong in all the
other states, as though that'll keep it all
out.
This editor has written of this vicarious
suppression of other pepole's problems. It
indicates a dawning realization that present polictes presently pursued mean that
even in New Mexico things are going to
get worse, holy cow, batman, before they
get better. This, the editor has maintained,
must involve at least a sub-conscious admission of intent.
All of which leads a little astray from
the subject of today's editorial, but it's not
too far out of sight. As everybody knows,
there's a fine tradition of cooperation and
trust and everybody-working-together at
UNM, formed largely in a vacuum of student interest and participation in the above
trilogy of values.
Well, now, that vacuum is being abhorred, as they say, and it's starting to
look as though part of the triumvirate
doesn't want the other partner to really
join up. What's this have to do with the
domestic tranquility?
Well, it ain't going to last much longer,
and the sig-tls of the impending breakdown
(and a good many of the causes) are all
around the place. And it doesn't take a
Pulitzer prize winning journalist to see
that much of the turmoil of this year has
stemmed from mistrust and hostility growing out of two kinds of communications
failures - deliberate ones - like faculty
separatism - and unavoidable ones - like
mistakes. No one's perfect.
And, simply put, there's been too much
of both. So, what the hell, gang, let's remember our new President's inagural
theme, "Bring us together again."
And Washington's a long way off. Why
don't we do it ourselves? Why not open
faculty meetings?
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To The Editor:
NAACP Pitch
To the Editor:
The Albuquerque Chapter of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) takes this opportunity
to invite interested persons to
"Join the Fight For Freedom."
Since 1909 the NAACP has battled bigotry, racial hate, and violence. Today, over 450 thousand
members, representing all races
and religions, in more than 1800
branches in the 50 states and the

District of Columbia, remains
committed to this struggle.
The Association states its goals
as follows: "· .. the establishment
of full and equal rights for Americans of all races in respect to
security of the person, voting,
housing, treatment in the courts,
health facilities, public facilities
and accommodations."
Progress toward equality of opportunity requires not only moral
commitment but also money. Consequently, you are being ·called

Letters are weleome, and obould
be no longer than 260 wordo typewritten, double opaeed. Name, telephone number, and address must be
included, although name w!II be
withheld upon request.

upon to lend your moral and fi·
nancial support. Minimum annual
membership fee for adults is $2.00
($1.00 for youth between 17 and
21; 50 cents for youth under 17).
For additional infonnation,
please contact the undersigned
(campus representative) at 2423825 (before 8:30 a.m. or after
10 p.m.) or H. Julien, Albuquerque Chapter Membership Chairman, 215 Sycamore Street NE,
242-7821.
William M. Walker
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STAFF

NEWS EDITOR
CAMPUS EDITOR

Grant Harvey
Sarah Laidlaw

COPY EDITORS
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Carolyn Babb, Gay Cook, Bill Guthrie, Steve Hallam,
John Russo, Scott Sandlin, Sandra Schauer, Susan Smith
Stephen M. Part
Tony looderboughr Bob Lager

~ixteen pinon jays hou~ in a cage on top of Castetter Hall are
b~mg studied b~ Dr. David Ligon, UNM ornithologist. Because the
birds are nomadic they must remain in the cage while Ligon conducts
his study of their social structure.
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Social Structure Observed

"THERE's the reason I couldn't make the payments!!"
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Lobo Review

~Romeo

And Juliet' Film
Rich With Visual Images
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the behavi~r of man in society
and the act1ons of lower animals.

ture
yearsof pmon Jays.
the He
soc_ial
1s makmg
str:ucthe study under a grant from the
University,
He is studying 16 of the jays,
captured near Tesuque, New Mexico. They are presently housed in
a cage atop Castetter Hall. Ligon
says the birds are naturally nomadic and a rage is neces;:;ary to
observe them frequently, Pinon
t1·ees are kept in tl1e cav;e.
Li~~on hopes to dis{'OVt'r the llature of the jays' social struetur;•
and th(• naturu and lll('aning of
their en lis :md activities.
"The:w jays are excellent fol'
study,'' he said. "They are members of tlH• most intelligent family of birds and arc exceptionally
grcr;al'ious.''
There is little hostile nativity
among the jays, They crave the
company of other birds. Two of
the birds were released on the
UNli! campus to discover the
strength of their social bonds and
neither of the birds would leave
the cage area.
Ligon hopes to participate in a
tentative program with the Uni•
versity medical school in health
behavioral science. He will try to
explain the relationship between

Ligon is an assistant professor

st~dyin~

of biology at UNM, and curator of
the ornithology section of UNM's
Museum of Southwestern

sponsored demonstration, Anyone
who "really wanted to help" the
American people was challenged
to give a pint of blood and donate the five dollar payment to
the United Fund,
The c h a 1 1 e n g c, issued by
Knight, led to blo'.ld donations by
nine students at a local blood
bank.
They will meet with students
interested in joining the project
on Thursday, March 6, on the
Mall from noon to 1 p.m.

U'Ai!i
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OI.DTOWH

EUROPE
$275

Curator Studies Pinon Jays
Dr. pavid, Ligon, a UNM ornitholog1st, Will spend the next two

By SANDRA SCHAUER
A bloody approach to fundraising is being tried by two
University freshmen.
The two, John Knight, a chemical engineering student, and
Rusty Trent, a pre-law student,
hope to convince fellow students
to sell their blood to a local
blood bank. Students would then
contribute the money earned to a
bank account to be established by
their newly-chartered organh::ation, Independent Students (IS).
The money will then go to
such causes as the Biafran relief,
the Denver Clinic for Vietnamese
children, the Heart Fund, and a
scholarship fund for students
from minority groups said Trent.
The project is a result of a
challenge issued to students who
attended last Thursday's SDS-

r.t. FROM THE WEST COAST!
66 Flights from which to choose

$215 r.t. FROM THE EAST COASTI
3

Flights from which to choose

Also flights to Israel & Japan, flights within Europe, student tours & additional

services.
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Campus Rep. Terry Sutherland
Box 132, N.M.H.u.
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A scene from Franco Zeffirelli's ''Romeo and Juliet."
By LYNN HUDSON
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Student Blood Sales
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On Our Own Separatism
.,·,
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Editorial
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ROBERT BURTON

Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
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Franco Zeffirelli solved the
problem of how to transfonn a
dramatic classic to cinema by
turning the verbal images of
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet
into visual images. He builds the
passion of the lovers against ritual, and by combining the two,
magnifies the intensity of the
passion to the point that it becomes unbearable.
The irony of his film ·overwhelms the tragedy of Shakespeare's play. The emotion is all
on the screen, requiring little
response from the viewer, yet the
visual richness of the camera
work and the beauty of the actors
makes the film a peculiarly satisfying experience, distant yet extremely wann, remote yet vitally
exciting.
This excitement is primarily
cinematic rather than dramatic
because it involves images rather
than words. In fact, the film could
have been silent and have not lost
any of its impact or its essential
truth to Shakespeare's play.
Themes combine and oppose
within the film to bombard the
film with ironies. The lovers are
young and beautiful yet trapped
within heavy rich clothes. Their
love is flamboyant and dominating yet trapped in the ritualistic
images of dance, marriage, and
funeral. Their society is dynamic,
in a sense primitive, yet trapped
in patterned architecture, measured cobblestones.

Movement is extremely significant in the film. Patterns of dance
and patterns of street fighting
are thrown against the flinging
motions of Juliet as she leans
from her balcony, of Romeo as he
weaves in and out of dancers to
grasp Juliet's hand at their first
meeting. The technique is a building of patterns shattered by the
lovers when they meet.
The perfonnances are extremely good. Zeffirelli cast adolescents
as Romeo and Juliet; and what is
lost in depth is compensated for in
passion. Surfaces, rather than
universals, are explored in the
film. Zeffirel!i composes paintings,
still-lifes of wine and fruit, Baroque paintings of tremendous
complexity, color and movement.
The total effect of the film is one
of Watching a moving Renaissance painting, perfect in compo·
sition, more intense than reality
irt color, and more profound in
tel'llis of ideal passion than actual love.

Scholarship Pian
Begins at UNM
A scholarship program designed to seek out and reward student
leaders :in New Mexico high
schools has begun at UNM.
The plan, called the Leadership
Scholarship Program, will offer
s c h o 1 a r s h i p s to high school
seniors who have exhibited leadership both ill school and in their
communities.
The scholarships, sponsored by
the Associated Students, UNM,
will provide tuition for Semesters
I and II and room and board for
Semester I with book costs for
both semesters also covered.
'.rhe deadline fCir applications is
March 20. Associated Students
plans to announce its selections
for the award on May 15.

Hobby Korner

Reading Scholarships
Four Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics Scholarships will be
awarded Friday, March 7, by
ASUNM President Jim Dines.
The four grants will allow winners to take the Wood speed
reading course without charge.
Mrs. Sue Pickett will draw the
winning names from a hat. Any
full-time UNM student can have
hie name placed in the hat by
contacting ASUNM.

344-3267

6693 4th NW

•
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Statement Sent to College Presidents

Urban Observatory Td, Focus on Problems

ACLU Issues ROTC Recommendations

tives from the six cities designated as sites for the Urban Observatory program will be held in
Kansas City Ma1:ch 6-7.
UNM and Albuquerque, city
and county government, and the
public sch(lols are involved,

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico

•..

The Gua~alojara Summer School, o
fully. accredited University of Arizona
prog rom, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford Uni·
verslly, University of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer June 30 to Au.
gust 9, art, folklore, geography, his.
tory, language, and literature courses.
Tuition, board, and room is $290.
Write P~of. Juan B. Reel, P.O. ·sol<
7227, 'stanford, California 94305.

The program is being sponsored
by the National League of Cities
with a federal grant. Each of the
six cities in the program will select particular urban problems
and focus the resources of local
academic, government11l, and private institutions on these problems in an effort to find solutions
:for them.
The meeting this week will be
held to decide the specific areas of
study each city will undertake.
Albuquerque's representatives ::~t
the meeting will be Ronald L.

The Albuquerque City Commission is considering a resolution
that would notify the U.S. Congressional Delegation of the city
of Albuquerque's desire to have a
Navy ship named ••u.s.s, Albuquerque.''

,)

SPECIALIZING IN

• USDA CHOICE STEAKS
• LUNCHEONS • DINNERS
• HEARTY SANDWICHES

1400 SAN PED~O DRIVE. N.E.

268-7895
HOURS 11 AM TIL 9 PM- 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Chaplin, recently named interim
director of the Albuquerque Observatory; Arthur A. Blumenfeld,
acting director of the UN.M Institute for Social Research and Development; and City Manager
Ri~:hard H. Wilson.
'
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• WINROCK
• NOB HILL
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Until a permanent director is
selected for the program, offices
for the ObservatorY will be located at the University o;f Albuquerque where Chaplin is director
of the school's Urban Development Institute.

When the director is named,
the offices of the Observatory will
be moved to the InstiW.te for Social Research and Development at
UNM. The im;titute has responsibility for the general direction of
the program.; ·
~
.
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D. H. Lawrence Fellowship

Poet Wins Literary Prize
Edward Dorn, American poet
and teacher, is the 1969 D. H.
Lawrence Fellowship recipient.
The :fellowship is given by UNM.
Dr. E. W. Tedlock, chairman of
the D. H. Lawrence Fellowship
Committee, announced the decision recently. The award gives
Dorn a m!lnthly stipend for June,
July, ~nd August of tb.is year,
and the use of the Lawrence cottage.
Dorn now teaches at the University of Kansas. He is the au·
thor of several books of poetry,
translations, and :;;orne critical
writing. His latest book is Gunslinger, Book I.

Groovy Prunes

'

(CPS)-Remember the promise
of pitless prune packers: "Today
the pits, tomorrow the wrinkles"?
Well, the industry has apparently
accepted the :fact of life that
prunes by their very nature have
wrinkles.
But Madison Avenue has assuaged the image-conscious California Prune Advisory Board with
a new advertising slogan: "Today's prunes aren't wrinkled they're groovy.''

Some other books o:f his are
From Gloucester Out, Geography,
ldaho Out, The Newly Fallen,
North Atlantic Turbine, a book
of translations from Spanish titled Our World, and a pamphlet
called What I See in the Maximus
Poems.
In recent years Dorn's poetry
h a s become increasingly concerned with world politics,
He said, "Poets are saying
things important for every human being, and not being just
poets so much. And I like that •••
Evecyone knows that the machinery of politics goes on :far above
our heads ••• there is an energy
there to be had, to be put in service o:f mass statement about this
torture, the condition of the
world, and I think poets are in a
vecy good position tQ keep insisting, to lead the way with whatever vision they have.''

Last year's Lawrence Fellowship winner was Henry Roth, author of Call It Sleep. Other winners h11ve been Robert Creeley,
Allred Alvarell, Douglas Nichols,
Charle$ Tomlinson, John Verrall,
Henry Rago, Robert Sward, Jascha Kessler, and Ann Quin. Artists of all sorts, not just poets or
writers, are eligible, Tedlock said.
Concerning the policy of the
Fellowship Committee, Tedlock
explained, "We don't want to give
an award tQ someone who is already pre-eminent in his field. We
want to honor someone who has
bee n relatively unrecognized,
aomeone to whom the award will
mean something.''
Tedlock added, "We hope that
some of the Lawrence legend and
inspiration will attach itself to
these artists. In this way the fellowship b e c om e s meaningful
ab!lve being merely recognition of
achievement.''

Broadcasting Association_

Sought by KUNM Radio
Lance Woodworth, program director for KUNM, has announced
that he and Statton Manager
Scott Randall will try to implement the New Mexico Collegiate
B rondcasti ng
Association
(NMCBA) next month.
The meeting is to be held in
L a s Cruces sometime around
March 15. The association will be
c!lmposed of the "five or .six" college radio stations in the state,
said Woodvvorth.
Woodworth reported that some
of the advantages of the group.
would be the possible implementation o:f a "hotline" betW'een mem·
ber colleges for a news and information service. "It (the NMCBA)
is like an egg and we're trying to
hatch it/' said Woodvvorth.

Other N e w Mexico colleges
which have radio stations are
State, Highlands, Eastern, the
University of Albuquerque, "and
possibly Western New Mexic.o
University," said Woodworth.
New Mexico State is soon to
move its transmitter to a mountain crest in the vicinity of Las
Cruces, and increase its output to
50,000 watts. Woodworth said
that people in Albuquerque sh!luld
be able to hear the station after
the power increase comes into effect.
KUNM .has a.lso started a new
"specialty .show" featuring Soul
Music. It is broadcast on Saturday evenings from 9 until 1 a.m.,
and is hosted by Dave Miller.
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Two Different
Faces of Iron
Curtain Cinema
l'ROGRAM ONE

From Russia
Sergei Paradjhanov's

WILD HORSES
OFFJRE

••

~

There will be a panel discussion
and question and answer session
with representatives from the
New Mexico House and Senate at
7:30p.m. Wednesday, March 5 at
the Kiva.
Moderator for the program will
be Ernie .Mills.

Policy Committee

A policy meeting of the UNM
School of Business and Administrative Sciences will be held in the
Union Theater at 1:30 p.m., today.
The Policy Committee will discuss the possibility of including
students among its members. The
committee feels this will encourage, "active constructive student
participation in the development
of the school.'' ·

procedures of appointments and
dismissal.
Regarding the first suggestion,
the policy statement reads, "Compulsory participation in an ROTC
program as a condition of enrollment at an educational institution challenges the concept of an
open university. Academic freedom cannot flourish where an element of coercion is present."
The statement regarding the
second statement reads in part:
"There is a paradox in the compact ~tween a host university
and the ROTC in that the university coexists with ROTC, makes
its facilities available to it, and
accredits its program but exercises little or no control over its
curriculum, instructors, and activities.''
"The curriculum for each of
the armed services ROTC programs is established by a central
authority and uniform textbooks
are selected by a central board.
As most of the courses are concenrned with the acquisition of
military discipline and are largely
irrelevant to and incompatible
with the basic objectives of a
university education."
Regarding the third suggestion,
the ACLU statement reads in
part: "The achievement of faculty rank is universally regarded
as a recognition of acedemie

standing and scholarship in a
particular academic discipline.
Surveys have shown that the educational level of the average
ROTC instructor falls well bel!lw
the norm for the average college
instructor."
In a letter accompanying the

Russian Movies
Coming to U
Prize-winning :films from behind the Iron Curtain will be featured in two programs in UNM's
experimental film series..
The :first program will be Friday, March 7, and the second
April21. Both will be at 7:30p.m.
in Popejoy Hall.
Friday's program will feature
"Wild Horses of Fire," a story
reminiscent ilf "Romeo and Juliet.''
"B~~orrier," a Polish film, is the
feature of the April 21 program.
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policy statement, John J. Pemberton, executive director of ACLU,
and Professor Samuel ·Hendel,
chairman of the Academic Freedom Committee, ask college presidents for their views on a fourth
question: "Can ROTC, no matter
how well designed, become compatible with the spirit of free
inquiry, scholarship and academic
autonomy which· must characterize a university community?"
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Crafts
Pottery, Jewelry

Baskets, Rugs
2216 Cenlrol S.E.

KOPY- KORNER
for UNM Students only

. . . ~-"Q61-..
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For Theses: 100% Cotlon Fibre-Cockle (as Required)
XEROX COPIES 8¢ each-No Minimum

Lobby-5imms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold
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Public Relations

Playboy Party

Coronado Hall will hold a ~"Play
boy Party" on Friday, March 14
from & p.m. to 1 a.m. at the
Western Skies motel.
Tickets are $8 per couple and
are on sale in the Union.

State Composers
.Music by New Mexico composers will be featured in the Dance
Workshop March 7-9 presented
by the UN.M department of
music.
The workshop will include music by two UNM music students,
Sylvia E. Vergara, a sophomore,
and Norvert H. Osterreich, a
junior.
Also presented are Scott Wilkinson, Wesley Selby, Eunice
Kettering, and James Galloway,
all Albuquerque composers.
The program will include Osterreich's "Remit Transceiver.''
Wilkinson's "Impressions," Vergara's "Lapis Lazuli," and Galloway's ''Maracatu.''
Holders of season tickets for
department of music programs
can attend one of the tbree performances, which are at 8:15 each
evening in the Recital Hall of the
Fine Arts Center. Tickets are
$1.50 for adults and · $1 for
students•

Class Evaluation

Professors who wish to examine
their class surveys taken during
the evaluation period of Semester
I, may contact the student government office any week day from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Applications are now being accepted :for positions on the executive committee on Teacher Evaluation, and can be picked up in the
Activities Center of the Union
:l'rom .Mrs. Sue Pickett. The deadline for applications ls Wednesday, March 12.

Marijuana Legislation

All interested persons are invited to attend State Senate Corporation Commission hearings on
new drug legislation at 1:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 6, at the state
capitol building in Santa Fe
The bills, Senate Bills 202 and
215 1 will be presented to the com-

If you think there's no
action for Mechanical
and Electrical Engineers
in the great Southwest ...
you haven't talked to •.•

The handsome new look
by Fatab in 3 Hopsac:.k
solicl colors. $10
Sfripecl Denims in
3 colors.$1.50

Both with unusual short films
from the

janus New Cinema Colleclion

Also available at
Our Downtown Sfote

Program one-Friday, March 7-7:30 P.M.
Adults 1.60-Facjstaff 1.25-Students 1.00
Tel. 277-3121

You'll never find a more excitingly progressive, fast~growing, opportunity-filled
area than tlie Southwest! A career with
El Paso Electric Company offers you a
chance to grow, w1th new ideas, new
equipment, tremendous company expansion every year!
Arrange with the placement office. to talk
with our engineering representatives who.
will be on campus
FRIDAY1 MARCH 7, 1969
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Authenic Indian

The ASUN.M Public Relations
Committee needs students who
like to w!lrk and talk. If interested, call Jim Dines at 277-4016
or 277-4.406.

BARRIER

~

s

mission for reading and possible
amendment and approval. Senator Edmundo Delgado (D-Bernalillo) extends an invitation to
"seriously concerned" students.
Bill 208 is designed to deter
marijuana use by stringent penalty. It would make possession of
marijuana a fourth degree felony.
The other new drug bill, 215,
is sponsored by the Citizens Com·
mittee :for Rational Drug Laws.
The bill would permit possession
of up to one pound of marijauna
without penalty.
Delgado asks that the audience
exhibit "proper respect at the
hearing, otherwise bill 215 will be
tabled without discussion.''

Panel Discussion

Pll.OGRAM TWO

)~

»"

Campus
Briefs

Jerzy Skolimowski's

)

,I

they should be completely voluntary.
e Academic credit should be
granted only for those ROTC
courses which are acceptable to
and under the control of the regular faculty.
• ROTC instructors should not
hold academic rank unless they
are members o;f a normal academic department subject to regular

From Poland

))
~

The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) has issued three
recommendations to pre:>idents of
colleges. which now offer or may
offer ROTC.
The· policy statement was developed by the ACLU Academic
Freedom Committee, and approved by the ACLU National Board.
The three recommenadtions are:
• If ROTC programs exist,

enses

First Run Films on Campus
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In Six Participating Cities

'' The first meeting of :representa-

I
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If you're tired of using
two or more separate so·
lutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. lt 1 s
Lensine the all·pu rpose
.
.
.
..
.
lens solution for com· Lens1ne exclusrve for Bacterra cannot grow m
plete contact lens care- proper lens hygiene. • It Lensine.• Caring for conpreparing, cleaning, and has been ·demonstrated tac~ lenses can ~e as consoaking. • Just a drop or
v~ment as.wearmg them
two of Lensine before you
With. L€nstne, from the
insertyourcontacts coats
Murme Company, Inc.
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smooth·
er and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign de·
posits on the lenses. •
Lensine is sterile, self·
sanitizing, and antisep- that improper storage
tic making it ideal for between wearings may
storage of your lenses result in the growth of
between wearing periods. bacteria on the lenses.
And you get a removable This is a surecauseofeye
storage case on the bot- irritation and could seri·
tom of every bottle, a ous·IY endanger vision.
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With Weekend Set at NMSU

Somogyi, Wolfpuppies
End Season at 3 - 8
The UNM Wolfpups ended
their season on a winning note
last Saturday by beating the
Spencer HayWood -less Trinillad
Junior College Trojans, 83-64, but
the most astounding part of the
evening was the fact that 'Pup
ace John Somogyi missed five free
throws and only scored 31 points.
The win, the 'Pups third in· a
row, upped theb: season mark to
3-8. .

U Baseball Gets Underway

Stan Pena, Rick Wright and
Gary Gordon joined Somogyi in
double figures, with 17, 14, and 11
points respectively, :for a morebalanced than usual Wolfpuppie
scoring attack.
The Trojans, who ended their
sea,son with a 2-23 mark, were
headed by Jim JCapp with 20
points, Rick Ridgeway with 12,
Ron Lovejoy with 11, and Rayford Willis with eight.

Shop

I
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Ask The Sports Guys

i i

ANNUAL SPRING SALE
25% OFF

I.
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Two Locations

I
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Coach Bob Leigh's baseball
team, fresh from a 12-2 stomping
of an alum team last Saturday,
will open its regular season on
the road this weekend, as the
Lobos journey to Las Cruces for
a three game set with New Mexico State.
A single game is set for Friday, with a double header scheduled for Saturday.
In the Lobos' 12-2 smashing of
the alums, they garnered nine
hits in the game that saw every
member of the varsity play,
Among the base smashes were
doubles (one each) by shortstop
Jim Johnston and by Las Cruces
native Joe Daniels. Daniels collected two of the hits as did outfielder Craig Guest.
Four Lobo hurlers combined to
limit the alums to but three hits
in the eight-inning affair.

The Aggies opened their season last week with Northern
Arizona University and were only
able to win one of the three
games played. Last season the
Lobos beat the Aggies six times,
'Sweeping the Las Cruces series
10-0, 3-2, and 5-2. In Albuquerque the Lobos won 7-1, 10-1, and
6-5.
Leigh will start veteran Rick
Bodle in Friday's single game and
sophomore John Campbell in

Saturday's opener. Either righthander Ron Sims or lefty Jim
Kremmel will g·et the starting assigmnent in the nightcap.
Bodle pitched the :first three
innings of the alumni game and
gave up a single hit, a triple by
Paul LaPraire. Last season Bodle
was the number one relief pitcher,
but he has since been elevated to
a starting role. Rick posted a
5-2 reco~·d and a 2.06 ERA in
1968,

SPORTS

Editon
John

Moser

By BOB LOWDER and JOHN MOSER

On All Merchandise
March 1-9
Old Town Plaza
Open Daily 9-9
S~nday 10-5:30
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5318 MemJal N.E.
Daily 9-5:30
Friday 'till 9
Sunday 10...5:30
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Dear Sports Guys : Who holds the record for the most
turnovers at University Arena?
R. B. "DOUBLE" DRIBBEL

I

':
f.:

Dear R. B.: It was the late Gene P. "Fats" Schneider, who
had 37 during last year's Utah-UNM game, but unfortuI nately had a fatal attack of apple-plexy.
I

WAC Champ Stormy Eaton

I'

,,
I
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I

I

As Well as Top Gymnast

''

.,\

l

I
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Dear Sports Guys: Is there a future in professional gymnastics?
RIP KARTLEGE

Stormy Quite a Musician
By JOHN MOSER
If you were ever were passing
through Scottsdale, Arizona, and
happened to catch a danec played
by a rock group called "Stormy
and the Hurricanes," the fiam-

.t; . 2i

.z BUTTERFIELD
YOUR PERSONA!.
SERVICE JEWElER

SPRING

II

is coming!

boyant fellow on the drums who
was cat<'hing all the winks from
the young ladies present was
none other than UNl.\1':-; defending
WAC champ in the trampDline
and free eXercise, Stormy Eaton.
So)lhomore Stormy, who also
played in a well-known f(l'OUp
l.'alled '"fhe Showmen'' lat<n· in
his high school career. plays the
trumpet, french horn, ancl the
twelve string r:uitar, in addition
to being one of the country's top
collegiate free exercise and
trampoline perfol'lller~:>.
Tramp Eliminated
But the trampoline was eliminated from regular meet competition this year, so Stormy is looking toward the United States
Gymnastics Federation (USGF)
trampoline nationals to gain recognition on the tramp.
Stormy is averaging 9.4 in the
free exercise in the Lobos' eight
dual meets and the UCLA Classic,
and until the Utah meet last Saturday, was undefeated. Eaton was
edged by the Redskins' Bryce
Martin, 9.3-9.25, on a questionable
judging call, but stol'llled back on
Saturday to win handily at BYU,
posting a mark of 9.55, his best
ever.
Mitchell Convinced Him
Why did he come to UNM'l
"The name R u sty M itch e 11
brought me hete. I was all set to
go to Arizona, but Coach Mitchell

called me after the State meet,
and that wns it," Eaton said. "I
wanted to be with thn best," he
ndded.
. Eaton considers Ron Proui:x:
:from Coronado State, who has
only been eligible since the start
t•f tlw second sem<>ster, as his
tought>st 1·ival in the WAr:.
l'rouix, who will meet Stormy
:face to face this Saturday night
in n dual at Jolmson Gym "is
capable of scoring 9.4 all the
time," Eaton said.
Another formidable opponent is
Arizona's Doug Boger, who is
averaging around 9.0.
Stormy, a psychology major
with six brothers and sisters (one
brother with the name "Bingo"),
wants the NCAA title this year
in floor exercise "real bad."
He considers Michigan's Toby
Towson, who has scored 9.7 in
floor ex, as his toughest opponent.
"I also am kind of working for
the world trampoline championships, since I won't go to the
Olympics," he said. Only competitors who participate in all six
gymnastics events are eligible
for the Olympics.
Is he interested in girls? "No
sir! Not me," he stated clearly.
"I can't elaborate on that, because
I'm always getting into tense
situations anyWay," he added.
Oh, well, some tense situations
are better than others.

Dear Rip: Unfortunately no. UNM's Rusty Mitchell tried a
career as a contortionist but he simply couldn't make ends
meet.

Dear Sports Guys: What is a "100-yard dash?"
SPIKE MARX
Dear Spike: It's the bi'ggest darn can of dog food you've
ever seen,

Dear Sports Guys: In baseball, what does it mean when
"the first-sacker goes 0 for 4 ?"
CARLYAS TREMSKI
Dear Carlyas: It means the head food bagger at Piggly
Wiggly struck out four times with the cute little cashier.

Outside: it's softer and silky .(not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ••• iteven protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In eYer'} lab test against the old cardboardy kind •••
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually·45% mor¢ absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon. ·
·
Because it•s different. Actually adjusts to you.
lt flowe(S out.liluffs out.l>esigned to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap ·
is almost zero! · ·
Tryitfast.
.
Why fute in the Jiast?

.

.

2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Go1den Brown French Fries & Toast

Dear Blaze: Yes, but fortunately it started in the rest
room and was extinguished before reaching the main building.

Dear Sports Guys: What is it when a gymnast "mounts
the side horse ?"
COLDENROUND STILRINGS
Dear Coldenround: It's simply a case of the poor guy not
seeing his spouse for entirely too long a time.

Bernie .BUTIERFIELD, certified
gemologist, understands
diamonds and STUDENTCREQITI.
2312

C~NTRAI.,. Sc

C. WOODROW
WILSON
PHARMACY

Eat in our lqrge dining room en. take it home

.:

jijil OPPOSITE POPEJOY HAll

2400 Central SE Across From Campus
· Wem· Have Your Or~er Ready-:Call 242-7340
Don't Forget
. Every Sat. & Son. Hamburgers
15;.·or 10 for ;$1.25
.

The UNM wrestlers, under
coach :Ron Jacobsen, will close
what has been a pretty long1 hard
season this Saturday, as the grapplers take on the University of
Arizona in Tucson.
The Lobes take a 3-8 dual meet
record into the meet against the
Wildcats, who are likewise having
their problems with a 2-5 mark.
The Lobos will be paced by 137
pounder Rudy Griego, champion
of the New Mexico and Sun Devil
Invitationals this year. Former
Albuquerqian Gary lt us hi n g,
UA's standout 160 pounder, alB!>
claimed his division in the same
two meets.

For the best in
cosmetics

e
e
e

toiletries
prescription
service

Serving UNM
for a qubrter of a
century with FAST
RELIABLE service

3100 CENTRAL SE
255-5581

(FREE DELIVERY)

Your new
boyfriend has a
new gi~friend?
Think it ovet; over coffee.

TheThink Drink.
"Der biggest name in
Hot Dogs"

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848
5810 Mcnaul N.E. 268-4147

ONLY49c
. . . CATtRING· TO
THE MARRIAGE TRADE:! .

Wind Up Season

Dear Sports Guys: With the NCAA quarterfinals coming
up in Cruces, I heard there was a fire recently at the Pan
American Center. What gives?
"BLAZE" GLASCOW

COUNTRY BARN

(We t9ok the inside out
to show you how different it is.)

'I

UNM Wrestlers

'·1

Fried Chicken Special

The UNM Hockey team, sporting a 6-6-1 record through last Tues·
day's game, has three more contests in the tight New Mexico Hockey
League. The Lobes' next game is March 22.

,,

1,

Playtex·invents· the first-day tampon™

UNM Hockey Squacl

STUMPED?

Foryour own Think Drink Mus. send 75C and your name and address to:
ThlnkOrink Mug. Oept. N. P.O. aow.S59, New York, N.. Y~ :t0046.lhe lntemational¢off~t

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
consult

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment
124 Washington SE

Phone 265-8288

· Wednesday, March 5, 1969

NEW MEXlCO LOBO
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Frumkin Tries Contemporary Methods

Film Recordings Aid Class Environment
By ART THOMAS
Imagine a class where you can
listen to Bob Dylan, see a film on
Michael McClure, and w:ind up
grooving to a recording of Janis
Joplin and Big Brother and the
Holding Company. That's what
it's like in Gene Frumkin's literature classes.

The assistant professor of English and author of The Rainbow
Walker, a newly published book
of poetry, says his lectures and
assignments w:ill be even farther
out this semester than last. Students can turn in a tape recording
of a poetry relWing, a short story,
or almost any type of artistie

New Interest Rates

Target of Petitions

I'

Petitions against a bill th~t
would raise the ceiling rates on
almost all types of loans in New
Mexico are available in the Union.
"The whole effect of the law
would be to contribute to a fur~
ther drift of interest rates in New
Mexico," said Dr. David Hamil~
ton, professor of econo~Qf;.
An individual borrow:ing $1000,
for example, would pay an interest of $255 under the bill, No. 164,
as compared to $183 under the
Consumer Credit Code, under the
current Uniform Small Loans
Act, $130 under present bank

regulations, and $120 under the
present Credit Union Act.
It is argued by proponents of
the bill that "competition will assure that the Hmits set will not
become those which exist in the
marketplace and that we do not
need to worry about such limits in
the present affluent society," said
Hamilton.
In answer to these statements
for the bHI, Hamilton said, "If the
market is a sufficient regulator
and if rates will fall below what
now exists, then we most certainly do not need new ceilings and
most certainly not ones above
those which now exist.'1
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Quits Post at Meeting

Benefit A.A.U.W. Scholarship Fund
Tuesday, March Il-8:15 P.M.
Adm. 5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students w j Act Cards-~ Price

Skin

'TeL

Jack Pickel has resigned as Fiesta Com.
mittee chairman :for 1969.
In a letter of resignation submitted to
Rally Committee chairman Jim Maddox on
Tuesday, Pickel said:

277~3121

Text of Letter

NEW MEXICO lOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words}
5¢ per word if same od runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

LOST & FOUND

REWARD OFFEREJ}-Y.ar nld CallieSheperd cross near t1NM.. Black & gold
male. Call 243-'7585 or 877-6581.
WI:Ll. PAY $10 or more for return of dark
brown _Purse, lost Feb. 19. Call 344-4922
after " p.m.

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. Far Sale

GqLil BULtJVA WATCH, 1" black band
itw~~n Gym. 277-4551, 277-2961:

SERVICES

TYPING: Need help with your spclling and
pttnetuation 1 Call :!42-0649.
THE COLLEGE lNN BARBJilR SHOP at
the College lnn has PCl'I!Onalized service
at MlNIMUM rates.
TYP
,ING-lteasonable-Cali MBrl' Ann3~4·8767.
.

4)

SC+IN£lDER
WITif

Lobo Photo by Tony Loudctbough

UN:M campus life after dark often takes weird

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

Eerie

4. ForRent

3 Services

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMI:NT --TiMES STARTING---

Women's Dorms Obtain Pass Keys

~ACANCY~Varoity House, 141
Columb•a SE. l Bdrm. Apt,. twin or
dou~le bed-242-8080.
'

FOR SALE

1958 VOLKSW'AGON-New tires excellent
engine, radi,.,. everYthing worl<s-$460
. 247-2321 or 898-0376.
. .
•

ENCLOSED$-~~-

1960 M.G. 4 speed, blue convertible. lilx·
cellent. 277-8152.

PLACED BY~--------

SP:EED GRAPHIC 4xG Paeema:kin' X•
S)'llcbFllm-holders, Tank, $8G. 256.1>497.

..

'1000 llOOK$1 $.25 up, Mapo, 'l'uesdiiY.•
sun, l0-4 •. 3llO Edith m;:.

CAMERJ}, Yashlca 0. 2:\4" twili lens

11>o

flex Wlth caoe, $40. Also, 4-power field
glasses & barometer. TM Bo Tr<l<! 2218
Central SK.
'

CEltAMiCS TOOLS! complete ~et, slightly
tJacd, for $5.00. 242-3078, et'eplnll'!l.

forms as this time exposure of this fast Volkswagon
shows. The new liberal hours program should result
in even more weird night things.

"Due to the halt in progress of the Fiesta
Committee because of the stop on funds, I
feel that some action must be taken so that
the Fiesta Committee can resume :func·
tioning soon enough that the delay will not
endanger the event."
"For this reason, I l1ereby submit my
resignation as Fiesta chairman. This is
not an admission of guilt, but is intended
rather to facilitate the committee's prog~
ress. I would like to thank Rally Committee
for offering me the opportunity to chair
Fiesta.''
"I would also like to thank Bub Henry
(Director of Alumni Relations) and Jim

Hours Revision

FOR RENT

19S4 COlWJilTTE, 327-ll~O lh>. <1 spd
C9n'Verti~le Pl"'' Hardtop, AM-FM Micb!
~~-<l~•als• Elttremely good oonditlort.

Volsky

7. Miscellaneous

RARE

5}
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BEAUTY'

Free Delivery-Phone CH3-3594
Charge accounts with approved credit

RATJilS: Tc per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per tinle ron. If ad is to
run_ five or more conscc:tttive d.a.yg witlt
no changes the rate Is reduced to 5e
Per word ail the minimum number of
words to 10.•
TERM!l: Paymen~ must be made In
full pnor io lnserli<m cf adve-tlsement.
Wli:ERE: J'<>nrnalistn Building. :Room
159, afternoons prefel'llbly or maiL
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
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You'll love
the ALMAY LOOK
it's 'PURE

Comp1ete Line

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

;
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COCA .

ON ALL PRESCRIPTIONS

'

"ENCHANTING"
..ChapMan

(3 blocks west of U.
on Sigma Chi Road)

" •
Saturday, March 8
FJStful of Dollars;" Union 'l'hll!lter' 7
and 10 p.m.; Admission 60 cents.
'

2)

New Mexico in ''Old Love'' when
he writes:
"Love again/must come alive
agJlin/out of chaos/'rhe sun descends/Yowl of a dog/Closing of
a door/the entire state/of New
Mexico/forages in darkness/That
boneyard love/cold and dishon()red/cries out for one more moment of light'' (The Rainbow
Walker, p. 37, lines 21-31.)

Angeles, some dating seven years
back, and the 'flocale poems" were
written in and about Albuquerque.
Frumkin said that when he
moved here from Los Angeles be
felt New Mexico was a land that
he could "latch onto" in his poetry. The contrasts and sensations
of the desert come through in his
"Albuquerque poems," and he
captures the distinctive flavor pf

PRESCRIPTION CENTER
MEDICAL ARTS SQUARE

Wednesday, March 5
Panel discllBSion with repr~ntatives
from the New Mexico l"!lfslature· Kiva·
7 :30 p.m.
'
'
Meeting o£ Sandia Grotto: slide ohaw·
7:30 p,m.: Room. 21i0 C.D: Union
'
Meeting of B.A.S.A.; voting on' representation PolicY: 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.: Union
tl1eater,.
··~an About Co.mpus' interview with
DavJd Peannnn, Young Democrats; em
XUNM nt 2:80 p.m. and 9:40 p.m,
Thursday, J.'larch G
La Societe du Cinema: "Destry :!tides
AgaJn;lt- Unio·n Theater; 7 p.m.: admissiCin
75 centgs.
Friday, March 'I
Dance workshop featurlntt music by New
Mexico com:vosers. continuing through
March 9, S:l& p.m.; Recital Hall: admission
$1~6(}. !or adults, $1.01l ior students.
'Kmc Hearts und Coronet&;" Union
'!heater; 7 and 10 p.m.; admission 50
cents.
• •'New Cinema Three:'" flraf: o£ two showJOgs ol Iron Curtain films; Popejoy Hall
7:30 p.m.; Admission $1.50 for adults'
$1.00 for students.
.
'
Films !rom behind the Iron Curtain·
~ experimental film series· 7:30 p.m :

,,

c:~:eation that exp:~:esses personal
response to the works "experienced.''
Frumkin, who teaches Literary
Movements Since 1940·, says be is
rethinking his teaching methods
this semester in an effort to create a contemporary classroom environment that w:ill give more
meaning to the formal content of
the course.
"The thinking young people of
today are dissatisfied about the
society they h~tve- inherited "
Frumkin said, "and colleges a{:e
not giving them what they need.''
He feels the university's most
tragic failing is in preparing the
student to earn a living rather
than in teaching him how to live.
Frumldn, known as Gene by
many of his students, strongly
feels that many students see no
expression (by institutions) of
their personal sense of reality,
and they react by "dropping out"
or "taking over" for the flimsiest
of logical reasons,
.
''Values are undergoing change "
he explained. " 'Beat Literatur'e•
became popular for its expression
of these dissatisfactions and
changing values.''
Frumkin's The Rainbow Walker is in two parts. The "mind
poems" .are those written in Los

'SWAP • HIRE. • SUY • SEL..L• ~ENT • SWAP • HIRE • SUY, SEL..L• REN'T.

'

tt·l~l\•fil CIA!i91FIID ADS BETRISULTS
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Keys to the residence halls arrived yesterday, and new hours are now in effect.
All upperclassmen who have Associated
Women's Student's (AWS) identification
cards, or who are over 21, areo eligible to
check out keys,
ldentificati()n Cards
The identification cards carry a statement that by signing the card, respGnsibility is accepted for the security of the
dorms, and the expectations and rules of
A WS are understood.
Among the rules outlined at an orientation meeting held Thursday, Feb. 27 were:
• Quiet hours must be observed carefully,
·
• Each st\tdent will be responsible for
checking out and returning her own key.

• All keys must be returned by 8:30 a.m. lowed to have four weeknight overnights
per month.
the following day.
The original A WS proposal recommend• Any student allowing any other stu·
dent (including freshmen) to enter the hall ed abolishing women's hours, after a "bitchwill be held responsible for an illegal entry in" held last October indicated that womunless the other girl has her own key.
en's dorm residents demonstrated strong
e Keys will be checked out on a one· opposition to continuation of hours regulanight basis only. Overnights ai'e still avail· tion.
·
able.
January Approval
Rules Infringements
The hours system as it now stands was
If any infringements of the rules occur, apptoved by tl1e Housing Committee on
the matter will be handled through the Jan. 7. DeAn of Women Helen Whiteside
ASW judicial process.
had forwarded the proposal to the limllling
Freshmen are not eligible to check out Committee with recommendation for pass}{eys because AMS. has designated the first age.
year a period of adjustment.
A WS President Louise Bazan said that
Under the AWS proposal accepted by the
the
new hours and key check-out system
Dean of Women's office and the Housing
are
under
a trial period for one year.
Committee, freshmen women are now al·

Dines (Associated Students President) for
their assistance and support."
Finance Committee Investigation
Pickel came under fire from the Senate
Finance Committee two weeks ago when
Finance Committee Chairman Leonm:d DeLayo asked for a investigation of "apparent mismanagement of funds" by the
Fiesta Committee.
Student Court then issued a temporary
enjoining order preventing the Union Business Office from cashing checks written by
Pickel or any member of the Fiesta Com-·~·
mittee.
The Finance Committee investig~ttion
was undertaken when it was discovered
that Fiesta Committee had charged several
expenses to Pickel's BankAmericard and
then petitioned Associ~tted Students petty
cash for the money.
Among the expenses charged were $8.84
for a plant, $10 to the ASUNM: Bookstore,
$5.95 to the Plm~a bookstore, $98.41 to
cover expenses for decorating showcases
in the Union, $6 for a parking ticket which
Pickel said he received while on Committee
business, $18 for dinnei' for Pickel and
several other Fiesta Committee members,
and $50 for insurance for the Fiesta Rodeo.
Lost Other Receipts
DeLay<> said that Pickel withd1·ew a total
of $104 from Fiesta funds, but turned in
receipts totaling only $73. Pickel told a
Senate meeting that he had lost the other
receipts.
DeLayo also said that Pickel had withdrawn $75 from Fiesta funds over a thre£.
month period in three $25 withdrawals. Finance Committee member Joe Alarid told
Senate that two signatures were required
for withdrawals for $25 or more, but that
only one signature was required for withdt·awals of $25 or less.
Alarid said Pickel was the only one who
signed the withdrawal slips.
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